
At Toorak College, we understand that children are inquisitive and curious in 
nature; constantly seeking ways to make meaning of their world. We appreciate 
that the early years of schooling are the foundations on which children develop 
habits, participate without reservation and prosper in a breadth of experiences 
that serve them well for the rest of their lives. It is a unique stage where young 
minds learn and see things for the first time. 

Our Early Learning program is influenced by the principles and practices of 
Reggio Emilia, in which children are recognised as capable and resourceful. 
Through a balance of play-based learning and intentional, explicit teaching, 
we instil in our students a sense of excitement and natural curiosity about the 
world, giving them the courage to explore, investigate, discover, create and 
grow. 

Early Learning 
at Toorak College

A Taste of School Love to Learn
Kindergarten (3 year old)
2 day program: 
Thursday, Friday

Pre-Prep (4 year old)
3 day program: 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

Kindergarten (3 year old)
3 day program: 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 

or Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

Pre-Prep (4 year old) 
4 day program: 
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday

Kindergarten (3 year old)
5 day program: 
Monday to Friday

Pre-Prep (4 year old)
5 day program: 
Monday to Friday

For more information please contact the Enrolments team via email enrolments@toorakc.vic.edu.au
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Discovery. Curiosity. Engagement.

Each day our children experience a plethora of play-based activities and the explicit teaching of literacy and numeracy that 
meet the needs and attention span of three and four-year-olds. 

We complement our program with a diverse range of specialist classes that assist in developing each child’s academic and 
personal growth. These classes run each week and are taught by specialist teachers: 

STEM-X - Science, Robotics, Construction and Technology 

Creative Arts - Visual Art, Movement and Out and About

Performing Arts - Music, Drama and Dance

Language and Cultural Appreciation - Mandarin and Library

Health and Wellbeing - Physical Education, PMP, Mindfulness and Nutrition

Programs to suit every child and every family

Early Years Advantage



1. Children have a strong sense of identity
2. Children are connected with and contribute to their world
3. Children have a strong sense of wellbeing
4. Children are confident and involved learners
5. Children are effective communicators

Out of  School  Hours  Care
Camp Australia runs our Out of School Hours Care 
program to assist the needs of our busy community.  
Before school care is available from 7:00am and after 
school programs are held until 6:00pm.  Early 
Learning and Junior School families can access this 
program daily.  For more information about this 
service, please register with Camp Australia.

“Early childhood education is 
invaluable for children as it provides 
the cornerstone to viewing themselves 
as a capable learner.”

Our Centre
Our Early Learning Centre is a spacious, inviting 
environment which reflects the care and attention that 
we wish for our children.  We place emphasis on 
students becoming capable, independent learners and 
through play-based activities, ignite the passion for 
learning.  Inside our studios, children can explore, 
create, question, discover and invent.  The possibilities 
are endless as our classes transition between the indoor 
and outdoor learning spaces.

Our Staf f
Educators are the key determining factor in a high 
quality education and here at Toorak College, we value 
the role of the teacher.  All of our teachers are 
university qualified Early Childhood Educators who 
value the significance of pre-school education.  Strong 
relationships are paramount to the program as we 
appreciate that children must feel safe in order to learn 
and achieve.  Educators monitor the academic, social 
and emotional progress of our Early Learning children 
and document their learning through personalised 
portfolios.  These record the stages of a child developing 
from a person to a learner. 

The Ear ly  Years  Learning Framework
Our Early Learning program introduces children to a 
school routine and focuses on learning, exploration and 
social interaction. Our program is underpinned by the 
five Learning Outcomes of the Early Years Learning 
Framework:
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